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From Our Board Chair
Murray Long
This fall marks the end of my tenure as Chair of the LCCJ Board, although not the end of my
participation. I will now assume the role of Past Chair, who is an ex-officio and non-voting member of
the Board, there to provide guidance and maintain some degree of “corporate memory.”
While it is important to remember and celebrate our organization’s roots, core purpose, and
progress, we must also focus on the future. LCCJ has grown dramatically and rather incredibly
in recent years, from its beginnings as a restorative court diversion program into a multi-faceted
agency that continues to pursue a vision of restorative principles suffusing all areas of our
community.
BE STRONG, Building Restorative Communities, VIVA Lanark County, and other LCCJ-managed
or sponsored initiatives all speak to a greatly expanded and strengthened role throughout Lanark
County. If you have had an opportunity to observe these programs in action, it is awesome to see
what giant steps have been taken and what has been accomplished.
More than just enhanced and expanded programs, however, LCCJ is being increasingly recognized
in Lanark County and other parts of Eastern Ontario as a “can do” agency that always brings great
insights, energy, commitment, and strong capabilities to any task or issue where restorative thinking
and practices can play a role.
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From Our Executive Director
Sarah Bingham

This past year at Lanark County Community Justice has

I am extremely proud of our entire staff, volunteer and

been tremendously exciting as we continue to grow

board team. It is a privilege to lead such a dedicated and

and deepen the Restorative roots of our community.

skilled group of people. We all believe wholeheartedly

Our three main programs; Community Justice Court

that the best way to reduce trauma, reduce mental

Diversion, BE STRONG Child and Youth Program and

health struggles, reduce substance misuse and prevent

Building Restorative Communities have all exceeded

a wide array of social challenges is through building our

our expectations in terms of impact in the community.

capacity to use Restorative Practices.

Our VIVA youth volunteering project is really serving our
youth in the way they need us to support them.

We strive to nurture resilience, connection, and a sense
of safety for everyone.

By using such Restorative

Everyday we get to see firsthand the powerful ways

tools as a sharing circle, affective statements, holding

relationships can be repaired, harm can be prevented

people accountable while maintaining their dignity and

and healthy, vibrant connections can be nurtured. It

allowing them to make meaningful ammends, we can

is truly inspirational to witness how lives are changed

change the world.

through the work we are doing.

Recognizing our

Partners
Nostemum moltinatudam resimis consilicae
condius arturoriver unum in habefac ve, pos
stra. Opimmod faus vero norte a ium sulum
pridepost? Nihicas horae nimora consupecon
sum ina, quid in tam quam, diem arbi parideo
rtudam factus, quiu vis contena rescit. Mus coni sil
unum atiquit eridepe ridiis viliquideps, quas is aut
forus, venatus acio, contrudet. Erdiena, scescem
es es ist. Do, sil teat pericit, no. Lemus iae consina
il conderc enatus estifec. Si se te fordicionsum aut
audactorte culis nones

We would not be able to do as much amazing
work as we do if it wasn’t for the generous support
of our funding partners. We are so grateful for the
ongoing support of the following partners:
•

Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General

•

Ontario Trillium Foundation

•

Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration

•

Department of Justice Canada

•

United Way Lanark County

•

Perth and District Community Foundation

•

The Commonwell Mutual Insurance Group

We would also like to show our sincere appreciation
for the individual donors who support the change
we are making within all of the communities across
Lanark County and the Town of Smiths Falls.
Thank you all so much.
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We challe
nge you to

L I VE
Restoritav
ely!
ABOUT US

We are proud to have been delivering Restorative Justice and Restorative Practices across
Lanark County and the Town of Smiths Falls for more than 18 years now. Our deeply dedicated
team of volunteers and staff strive to build a restorative community that is vibrant, healthy and
connected.
In order to have the most impact, our work spans the full spectrum on the Restorative continuum
from the more formal processes used in Restorative Justice, all the way through to the more
daily skills used in Restorative Practices. Regardless if the situation is about a broken law, broken
rule or broken communication, we see the solution requires us to focus on the people and their
relationships.
We are a community-based non-profit that is governed by a Board of Directors and generously
supported by donations from our community members, local service clubs and civic groups and
grants from funding partners. We are constantly amazed by the impact your investment has on
reparing harm, building our collective capacity to prevent harm and literally changing lives.
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MISSION
To provide and promote
the community use of
Restorative Practices

VISION
Our community embraces
Restorative Practices to
repair harm, build community
and strengthen relationships

VALUES
Inclusiveness
Responsibility
Trust

OUR TEAM
Our leadership team includes a tremendous group

Our passionate Executive Director, Sarah Bingham,

of deeply engaged, highly skilled Board members;

our phenomal placement student, Francis Wooby,

•

Murray Long, Chair of the Board

and our gifted Finance Coordinator, Theresa Welch,

•

Scott Ferguson, Vice-Chair of the Board

all support the work of our entire team of staff and

•

Jennifer Greaves, Treasurer

volunteers.

•

Margo Bell, Secretary

Our volunteer team is the heart of all the work we

•

Brian Peters, Director

do. They invest a truly impressive amount of their

•

Linda Rush, Director

time delivering our programs with an expertise and

•

Shannon Forsyth, Director

commitment we are very grateful for. They continue

•

Christine Perringer, Past Chair

to upgrade their skills regularly to better serve the
community.
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SHERI HALLADAY

ANDREW LYNCH

Community Justice Program Coordinator BE STRONG Program Coordinator
Sheri has been with the agency since it’s

Andrew’s commitment to Restorative Practices

beginning over 18 years ago. Her dedication

coupled with his years of experience as a

to Restorative Justice has been the foundation

teacher and principal have been the keys to

and strength of the program for decades.

success in our child and youth program.

ELLE HALLADAY

TRACY KWISSA

Community Development Coordinator

VIVA Project Coordinator

Elle’s years as a facilitator in our Court Diversion

Tracy’s extensive knowledge of all the services

program and her deep understanding of the

and needs of the community, along with her

impacts of trauma (including the epigenetics)

years of working with kids in schools give her

are just some of the reasons the community

a unqiue ability to engage youth in meaningful

loves her program.

volunteering.
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COMMUNITY JUSTICE COURT DIVERSION PROGRAM
Our team of highly trained facilitators work with our Program Coordinator, Sheri Halladay, to
bring offenders and victims, and all of the people in their lives and communities who have
been impacted by the crime together in an effort to heal the harm. We conduct pre-circle
interviews with everyone involved to ensure every voice is heard and we can host a safe and
effective restorative circle. We focus on what happened, how it came to happen, how everyone
was affected and what needs to happen to make it right for everyone involved. Less than 5%
of offenders who participate in our program ever re-offend and we have a 100% successful
completion rate for young offenders in our program. As the skills of our facilitators continue
to be strengthened, we have seen a definitive trend in referrals to include more complex
situations that include relationship dynamics, issues of consent and sexual assault.

??

Survey Says...

Participants

97% of offenders in our program feel

We have had more than 200 participants

the Restorative Justice process gave

in the Court Diversion Program this year.

them a much better understanding of

This includes offenders and their support

the impact their actions have had on

people, victims and their support people

others. 98% of victims in our program

and community members who have been

felt heard, safe and very satisfied with

impacted by the crime.

our process.

Facilitators

Justice Differences

The 20+ facilitators in this program are all

In our Restorative Justice process, a file

very highly trained volunteers who are

will be completed within 60-90 days as

skilled in Trauma-Informed Care, group

opposed the years it may take through

facilitation, impacts of victimization,

criminal court. Our program also saves

restorative justice and more. Many have

taxpayers tens of thousands of dollars

been with us for more than 10 years.

versus the cost of a criminal trial.

Referrals

Types of Offences

We accept referrals into our Court

Some examples of the offences referred

Diversion Program from Police Services

to us:

and the Crown Attorney’s office. This

•

program does not accept referrals from
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assault, including sexual assault in
some circumstances

sources outside of the Justice system as

•

theft

it is an alternative to criminal court.

•

mishief

•

breach of recognizance
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RESTORATIVE
PRACTICES 101
Some key features of Restorative Practices:
• A focus on the harm done not the rule broken
• Holding people accountable for their actions and
the impact their actions have on others, in a way
that maintains their dignity and allows them to make
meaningful ammends
• Asking 4 key questions:
1. What happened? What were you thinking of at
the time?
2. What have you thought about since?
3. Who has been affected?
4. What do you think needs to happen to make
it right?

Founding Beliefs of Restorative Practice
The belief
Mutual respect The belief that
that, given
character
people have
development the capacity to time, support,
and a chance
and
change
to explain,
acceptance of
problems
can
diversity
be resolved

Inclusive
approach to
problem solving where the
needs and
feelings of all
involved matter

Building and
maintaining
respectfull
relationships

The creation
of a safe,
inclusive
culture of
caring

BE STRONG Program
Building Encouraging, Supportive,
Trusting Relationships On Neutral
Be Strong’s focus has always been direct work with

communities,

children and youth, introducing restorative practices to

integrateacademic objectives into learning circles.

them through circles and informal dialogue. To create

In an Almonte District High School, for example, we

sustainable practice in schools and youth centres,

introduced proactive sharing circles where students

however, we must engage staff with opportunities for

could safely speak and respectfully listen. The teacher

restorative communication with one another, children

then incorporated the circle process into her exploration

and youth, and their broader communities. To this end, we

of themes in literature. This process culminated with

have conducted several sessions with staff, ranging from

student-led circles delving into the connections between

one-hour introductions to restorative principles to more

these themes, and their own perspectives rooted in their

comprehensive full-day sessions at the Upper Canada

lived experiences. Laurie Clark, one of our Be Strong

District School Board’s Summer Institute. We will also be

volunteers, and Nancy Keech, principal of Maple Grove

providing training for Smiths Falls We Are Kids (WAK) youth

Public School in Lanark, have obtained funding to create

program staff on using restorative practices proactively

a peace garden, which has been designed through

to support youth in building healthy relationships, and

classroom circles involving all students. These examples

responsively in repairing harm following conflict.

underscore how restorative practices can effectively

As we explore the scope of restorative practices in school

augment learning in ways which fully engage participants.

1

Restorative Circles

2

we

are

finding

opportunitie

to

Circle Guidelines

Restorative circles are used in a wide variety of ways with

The kids work with our facilitators to come up with their

children and youth. We can use them as a response to an

own guidelines for how they will behave in the circle. The

issue or problem but we also use them to nurture resil-

kids see the value of not interrupting, no insults, listening

iency, respect and a sense of connection. All the kids who

with respect, talking in turn and really listening to others,

participate in our circles tell us how much they appreciate

without replying. There is a sense of freedom and safety that

being heard and valued.

encourages all kids to join.

3

Communication

4

Affective Statements

One of the most important and powerful tools we use

We teach kids how to respectfully communicate their feel-

in Restorative Practices is the deliberate way we speak

ing and needs in a way that doesn’t blame others but still

and listen. We strive to always speak from the heart, in an

allows them to identify and voice their emotions and needs.

honest and authentic way. More importantly, we focus on

For example, there is a big difference between saying

listening from the heart- with no judgements. We listen to

“You are so rude, you never listen to me” and saying “I feel

understand, which is very different from listening to reply.

frustrated because I need to be heard. Can we take turns

The communication skills that kids practice in our BE

speaking?” kids learn emotional literarcy, regulation and an

STRONG Program is highly effective at both addressing a

ability to recognize what needs they have. Kids tell us this is

conflict and preventing conflicts in the first place.

incredibly helpful in their lives.
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PROUDLY SUPPORTING

11,000

KIDS AND COUNTING

Through our weekly classroom circles, youth centre drop
in, assemblies, presentations and multiple full day youth
conferences, we have worked with over 11,000 local children
and youth. Our aim is to reach every single one of the more
than 13,000 kids living across our region and we’re well on
track to meet that ambitious goal. It’s been a LOT of hardwork
from our whole team but every one of us knows our kids are
worth every bit of effort we put in for them.

HEAR DIRECTLY FROM OF OUR
PARTICIPANTS
“This workshop was amazing. Thank you so much. This
information will help me within my own family as well as my
work.”
“I learned so much about how to help the people I care about.
Restorative Practices are pretty easy to use once you learn
how.”
“Elle really knows her stuff and made the workshop a lot of fun
while we learned really useful skills.”

Building Restorative Communities Program
This year we set out with the intention to involve the

We were very excited to have developed and launched

whole community in creating healthy connections

our Restorative Roots training workshop, building healthy

and developing relationships through skill-building

connections and relationships. Addressing the gap

workshops and engaging community conversation.

between the supports offered by professional service
providers and those who we actually turn too in time of

We had a busy year, working hard with our community

needs, friends, family, co-workers. Restorative Roots brings

to move beyond formal restorative justice to incorporate

trauma and emotional stress to context within Rural Lanark

restorative practices into everyday life to create healthy

County. Developing community awareness and skills to

communities. Off to a running start, we partnered with our

support their neighbours, friends, family and co-workers

neighbouring service providers, participating in events

through tough times. Through collaborative community

and trainings to discuss and support our community

workshops held throughout Lanark County, and specific

with Restorative Practices including; National Restorative

organizational workshops held with our neighbouring

Justice Symposium, Tungasuvingat Inuit “Context to

service providers bringing restorative language and skills

Culture,” Tamarack Community Engagement Training

to our workplace culture and community culture. It is so

and LEADS by the Lanark County Mental Health and OPP

heartwarming to be able to support our community to

and with the Youth Collective Impact. We hosted a series

being better able to support themselves and seeing the

of Fall and Spring Webinars accessible to all community

positive impacts restorative practices have in a social

members to encourage restorative practices.

context on community health and well being.

1

For Organizations

2

For Families

We offer specialized workshops to build the capacity of

Our Restorative Roots Workshops offer a lot of strategies

any organization to use Restorative Practices in their work,

and skills that really strengthen family connections and

with their colleagues and throughout their organization,

improve communication. We will be soon be offering a 12

including how to create policy and procedures that align

week workshop specifically for Restorative Parenting as a

with Restorative values. We also offer Restorative Circles

result of increasing demand from the parents we work with

as a means of addressing strife within organizations/

in our other programs.

groups.

3

For Service Providers

We customize our Restorative Roots Workshops for Service Providers to build their capacity to interct with clients
in a restorative manner. We also work with them to modify
any processes or client interactions to be more restorative
so clients are better served by their agency.

4

For Friends and Neighbours

The vast majority of people who experience a trauma,
abuse or crime turn to someone they know for support rather than a formal support. Most of us want to be able to offer
the best support we can but aren’t fully confident in what
to say or do. Participants in our workshops gain confidence
and knowledge that is useful for supporting any of their
friends, neighbours and relatives.

VIVA LANARK COUNTY
Volunteers Initiating Vitality Across Lanark County
We are keenly aware of the the incredible power a meaningful volunteer experience can
have on a young person. All the research tells us this leads to life-long civic engagement and
volunteering, better job success, a smoother transition into adulthood and a stronger sense of
being valued by their community.
Our VIVA Project is run by Tracy Kwissa and is building the organizational capacity of 10 local
non-profits to have meaningful youth volunteer engagement. We focus on 5 main pillars: shaping
volunteer roles, recruitment, training, supervising/mentoring, and recognition/evaluation.
We are also training 500 local youth to be the cream of the crop in volunteering and using the
Appreciative Inquiry Model to help them identify their dreams, talents and goals so we can be
more effective at placing them in the volunteer roles they are most likely to succeed at.
This project helps kids connect (or reconnect if they have become disengaged) with their
broader community and benefits everyone involved.
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We are delivering training to
500 local youth 12-17 years
old to be ideal volunteer
andemploymentcandidates

ORGANIZATIONS
We are supporting 10 Lanark
County non-profit agencies
to strengthen their ability to
engage youth in meaningful
volunteerexperiencesusingbest
practice guidelines

MAKING THE MATCH
Using the Appreciative
Inquiry method, we match
youth to the most ideal
volunteer opportunity

One of our Team Leads, Tracey Parker, working
with high school students to build connection

We recognize the challenges families and parents
face so we build restorative parenting skills

One of our Team Leads, Laurie Clark, had a lot of
success using the restorative power of nature

Sarah working with some of the 250 kids we had
participate in full day workshops

We see the huge impacts restorative justice
circles have for victims, accused and their families

Christine Perringer is a long time volunteer with
us and very experienced restorative practicioner
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Every circle we facilitate has set guidelines that teach participants how
to communicate authentically, respectfully and in a way that nurtures
a growing sense of inclusion and connection. Because the participants
themselves help develop these, there is a collaborative sense ownership
over the process that teachs kids respoonsibility and accountability.

Alfred Von Mirbach
Alfred grew up in Ottawa, lived in Saskatchewan for most of the 1980’s, and
then moved to Perth in 1989, making it his home. He has worked in both the
private and public sector, most recently in land stewardship, waste diversion
and climate change. He is a co-founder of ecoPerth, was on the board of YAK
from 2013 to 2018, and is often working quietly behind the scenes with a wide
range of other community groups. In semi-retirement now, he lives with his
partner Barb on a hundred acres of wonderful wild land just west of Perth.

Francis Wooby
Francis has been in the region since 2008, making his home in Sharbot Lake,
along with his wife and their three young children. Working as an independent
public relations and administrative practitioner since 2005, he recently returned
to school to earn his Bachelor of Social Work from Dalhousie University in
Halifax, NS. In 2008, he became Coordinator for the Kingston Frontenac AntiViolence Coordinating Committee. Francis has always been an avid volunteer,
serving on various boards of directors, service clubs, parent councils, event
committees, and project teams, as well as in his current role as a volunteer
firefighter.

Aisha Toor
Aisha has been a Restorative Justice Facilitator with our organization for many
years. She is a former business owner, Program Coordinator at The Table Community Food Centre and has her Masters in Peace Mediation. Aisha has been
very active in the community as a volunteer and service provider in a multitude
of capacities and her dedication to Restorative Practices is evident in everything she does.

Teresa Dubois
Teresa obtained her Bachelor of Arts (Honours in Psychology and Concentration in Political Science) Magna Cum Laude in 2005. From 2001 to 2007, she
held several different positions with the House of Commons and the Library
of Parliament. She graduated from the University of Ottawa Faculty of Law in
2009. She practices in the areas of family law, residential real estate, wills and
estate planning, estate administration, municipal law, and civil litigation, She is
a panel member of the Office of the Children’s Lawyer and occasionally acts
as a per diem Crown at the Provincial Offenses Court in Perth. She has served
as secretary to the County of Lanark Law Association since 2010 and sits on
various court-related committees. She is also a member of the Rotary Club of
Carleton Place and Mississippi Mills.
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What’s Next
Our priorities for the coming year are very strategically focussed on creating sustainable
growth of our whole community’s capacity to use Restorative Practices.
We know the focus on justice, on children and youth, on families and organizations is
what will ensure consistent strides move us closer to our vision and keep us firmly
focussed on achieving our mission of providing and promoting the community use of
Restorative Practices.
To ensure our continued success, we are prioritizing the following action items:

Engage our communications plan to increase
community and stakeholder awareness of the impact
of our work and Restorative Practices and grow our
network of supporters

Secure sustainable funding for our 3 “core” programs
1. Community Justice Court Diversion
2. BE STRONG Child and Youth Program
3. Building Restorative Communities

Ongoing evaluation, data collection and analysis to
ensure excellency in our service delivery

YOU’RE INVITED
TO JOIN US IN
BUILDING A
RESTORATIVE
COMMUNITY
Volunteer in one of our programs
Donate to our agency
Host a fundraiser
Take a free workshop
Learn more about Restorative Practices on our website
Take our “Pick 3 Challenge to Live Restoratively”
Let your friends, colleagues, neighbours and family know
about Restorative Practices and the work we do

Treasurer’s Report
Jennifer Greaves
2017-2018 Audited Statements:

The audited statements can be found in your AGM package.

Highlights of Financial Results:
Financial Management
The statement of Financial Position presents a cautious position for the Agency, in that liabilities are slightly higher than assets. It is imperative in the 2018/19 fiscal year for Lanark County Community Justice to increase their revenue without significantly increasing their operating
costs. An increase in deferred revenue is presented, with funding for specific projects, notably Ontario Trillium Foundation and Citizenship & Immigration Canada, being received and
not yet spent.
Operating Results
2017/18 has been a year of substantial growth for Lanark County Community Justice, with
additional or enhanced programming and staffing funded through the Department of Justice
and Citizenship & Immigration Canada. Fundraising initiatives, grants and operational funding
sources continue to be sought with overall revenues increasing by 7%. While core funding
from the Attorney General remained stable this fiscal year, a small decrease took effect April
1, 2018.
A deficit of $5,121 has been incurred for the 2017/18 year, with expenditures increasing by
16%. The most notable increase is presented in the Salaries & Wages line with a 23% increase, not surprising given that this is the Agency’s most significant expenditure. Leadership
and reporting measures to rectify and prevent a similar result have been identified and will be
carried out in the 2018/19 year.

Motions:
Acceptance of the audited statements for 2017-2018 Motion: I move that the membership
accept the audited statements for 2017-2018.
Appointment of the Auditors for 2017-2018 Motion: I move that LCCJ appoint Allan and
Partners LLP as the auditor for 2018-2019.

Respectfully submitted,
Jennifer Greaves
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Revenue Sources
2017-18 Fiscal Year

6%
13 %

United Way Lanark County,
Donors and Other Funders

Department of
Justice Canada

33 %

48 %

Government of Ontario
Ministry of Attorney
General and Ministry of
Citizenship and
Immigration

Ontario Trillium
Foundation

Please consider donating today to help
us build stronger, healthier, more
vibrant and connected communities.
Invest in a better future.

AUDITED

Financial Statements

AUDITED

Financial Statements

AUDITED

Financial Statements

AUDITED

Financial Statements

Lanark County Community Justice extends our sincerest

Thank You to Our Volunteers
For the past 18 years, we have been serving Lanark County
and the Town of Smiths Falls in the practice and application of
Restorative Justice and more recently, Restorative Practices.
We have been extremely fortunate over the past 2 decades to
have the most phenomenal team of volunteers. It takes a very
unique skill set to help people deal with conflict, BIG emotions
and challenging dynamics but our volunteers make it look easy.
They are all so generous with their time, giving of their
compassion and always wanting to do more training and keep
expanding their skills to better serve the varried needs of our
community. We simply could not achieve the wonderful success we have without the dedicated team LCCJ volunteers.

Thank you all for being not only
the heart of our organization
but also the heart of our
Restorative Community.
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